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User Research Analysis
 

I’ve compiled the results of my user research into a 

comprehensive guide for my understanding of how my users 

reacted to my app idea for Seeker. Seeker is an app that 

would allow users to be able to locate their pet using global 

positioning technology in the pet’s newly manufactured 

microchip at any time they pleased. The service includes a 

full set of benefits like companies such as Home Again and 

PetLink, which also offer chips. Of course, the subscription 

can be cancelled at anytime. In all, I gained insight from a 

total of eleven users. The insight I gained was mostly 

positive, with one person not feeling okay with the general 

idea.

 

Do you have a pet?

Seven responded yes.

Two responded no.

Two were in complicated situations.

 

Is your pet chipped?

Five responded yes.

Five responded no.

One person wasn’t sure.

 

Do you wish the chip did more than just provide a code to a 

scanner at the vet/shelter if they get lost?

Ten responded yes.

One responded no.

 

Is your pet an escape artist?

Four responded that their pet never escapes.

Three responded that their pet sometimes escapes.

One responded that their pet does escape, but returns 

home.

Three responded that their pets escape consistently.

 

How do you feel when he/she gets out whether by 

accident or if they're intentionally let out (i.e.- an 

indoor/outdoor cat or dog)?

One person responded that they would be angry.

Three responded that they would be fearful.

Five responded that they would be very anxious and have 

anxiety attacks.

Two responded that they would not be too worried.

 

 

If you had the ability, would you like to have 

knowledge of your pet's location at all times? 

Whether your pet was at home, on a walk with a 

dog walking service, or at boarding?

Ten responded yes at wanting to know their pet’s 

location.

One responded that it wasn’t necessary.

 

Seeker would be an app that would give users 24/7 

monitoring of their pet's location, access to a 

member forum/community, access to a free 

emergency veterinary hotline, and get notifications 

automatically from the chip via satellite if the animal 

is in a shelter/vet specified location. Do you feel like 

that could give you peace of mind if they ever 

escaped?

All eleven users responded yes.



If a good samaritan took your pet to a shelter or if they are 

caught roaming around by a stranger, do you have faith 

that the people who have your pet would contact you via 

the info on your pet's collar or chip?

Four responded that they didn’t trust anyone to contact 

them.

Three responded that they felt 50/50 somebody would 

contact them.

Four responded positively that somebody would contact 

them.
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If you had the ability, would you like to have knowledge of 

your pet's location at all times? Whether your pet was at 

home, on a walk with a dog walking service, or at 

boarding?

Ten responded yes at wanting to know their pet’s location.

One responded that it wasn’t necessary.

 

Seeker would be an app that would give users 24/7 

monitoring of their pet's location, access to a member 

forum/community, access to a free emergency veterinary 

hotline, and get notifications automatically from the chip 

via satellite if the animal is in a shelter/vet specified 

location. Do you feel like that could give you peace of mind 

if they ever escaped?

All eleven users responded yes.

This is a great idea for people whose pets are escape artists.

This is a fantastic app idea. :)

Great idea! I would buy this immediately!

No thanks.

I think this would be amazing!!!

No I'm sold

Great idea for pet owners

My cats roam all the time, and my dogs rule my backyard. I had a dog stolen and gone nearly six 
months before an animal shelter found him an found us thru The chip. The people who stole him had 
him neutered and the vet never checked the chip. Vets should be more responsible in making sure 
the real owners are present for surgery/care.

If the fee was flat out $15 dollars for the user-administered 

chip (minus vet fee if you decided to have the vet 

administer the chip if you are uncomfortable), and then $5 

per month for the all-inclusive service, would you feel 

inclined to do it?

Seven users responded yes.

Three users responded maybe.

One responded no.

 

Do you have any final thoughts?
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Invision Link

https://invis.io/JKEKBSF52

https://invis.io/JKEKBSF52


Usability Results

All users agreed that the design was nice 
and easy to use. Changes suggested were 
adding a subscription information page 
earlier during the account creation 
process, adding a “track my pet” feature to 
the main homepage as that is the main 
unique property of the app, centering 
some of the text on a couple of buttons, 
adding icons to the onboarding screens, 
and balancing icons on the bottom bar to 
make them appear more even, rather than 
having the back arrow on the bottom left, 
and the home icon on the bottom center.



Project Retrospective

1. In completing this project, what was the most important lesson you learned about the human-centered design process? 
Users seem to like and gravitate more towards an app that has simple, but stylistic design and an easy to use/ navigate UI. It seems to be more 
impactful. 

2. What parts of this project did you personally find challenging? 
Changing the high fidelity screens to match the critical feedback I received, but also staying true to my design and the idea I had for creating the 
Seeker app.

3. What are three design-specific strengths you developed during this project? 
Understanding the working process of designing an app a little better, coming up with a nice color palette/ design and easy to use UI, and the 
ability to prioritize and develop good time management for the amount of workload I was under and still being able to be productive with this 
project.

4. What are three areas of improvements you identified during this project? 
My designing skills, my understanding of how to complete a better user experience through designing an architecture map and user flowchart, 
my compiled low fidelity sketches were much better than from the last project.

5. How will you address these areas of improvement throughout this course?
By gaining knowledge from new experiences and information that I learn throughout the semester, and also through constructive criticisim.

6. In hindsight, what would you have done differently?
I get extreme anxiety, so I think an area I wish I can improve upon is delivering my project during presentation.

7. What aspect of the project are you most proud of?
My time management of this project and the amount of work I was able to get done at each time. I’m also very proud of my working process, I 
feel like I was able to simplify it down by doing it first hand and understand the work process better. In a sense helping me to become a better 
designer. I’m also very happy with the design aspect itself, I feel like I’ve made much better design choices than on project 1.


